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Freedom From A Tyrant - James 5:1-20 

Free or enslaved: the focus mind frees, the double mind enslaves 

Laws of nature and of Nature’s God entitles them equality of political 

stature  
Self-evident truths: all men are created equal endowed by their creator with 

certain unalienable rights: life, liberty, pursuit of happiness. 

Governments of the people, by the people and for the people, are to 

secure these rights.  

When the government does not do this the people are responsible to 

change the government.  Changing governments is not on a whim. 

But when long abuse happens it is the people’s duty to overthrow the 

government.  They King established absolute tyranny of these States. 

 Entrust to the supreme judge: Called for patient endurance 

Gal 5:1 It is for freedom that Christ set us free.  Freedom is scary, Who 

will determine what to do? 

 

James: Double Minded don’t see their spiritual erosion to earthly trusts 

What do you hear? Exploitation vs Trust (patient endurance)  

Pride and impatience vs Job:  The Rich and Powerful Killed Jesus 

It began with the tongue: grumbling and complaining instead of 

joining and committing  

Gal 5:1-26   

2-6 What is the governing law when freedom is the new paradigm 

Being justified by law is justification by personal perfection: slavery, 

a yoke, alienation 

 Being freed to express your faith through love 

7-12 Who kept you from obeying the truth: Utopia or Dystopia Matrix 

13-15 Freedom to indulge the flesh 

Pigs returning to the mud, Dogs returning to vomit, committing 

spiritual adultery 

16-23 Double mindedness: Gratify the Spirit or the flesh 

Loving your neighbor or provoking and envying, biting and 

devouring,  

Destroying what God created for, annihilating that which Jesus died 

for 

22-26 Crucified passion and the singleness of mind 

Tongue transplant: Troubled? pray, Content in troubles? sing, Sick? 

Call Sinned? Confess and a multitude of sins will be covered  

James 5:16; 19-20 

Battle fatigue? Double-minded? Arrogant Pride? Endurance? 


